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Features and enhancements

Liberate SE

Advanced Collaboration

R000907 Advanced Collaboration - Document sharing
An advanced collaboration function is now available in Liberate SE. Created via the Admin utility, advanced collaborations 
can be set up and triggered via workflow to allow document sharing around the business. These advanced collaborations 
can include multiple points of approval if required. Contact Linetime support for more information.

|

InfoTrack

S085081 InfoTrack label customiseable
This change allows a site to customise the name of the InfoTrack integration within the product.

|
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Performance enhancements

Liberate SE

Workbox

S085023 Optimised SQL for Command level Workbox
No functional change. Speed optimisation loading Command level Workbox.

|
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Resolved issues

Liberate Administration Utility

Deployment

S085069 Missing Aspose File added to LiberateAdmin deployment Files.
File missing from LiberateAdmin installation causing error when configuring Worksite Class data for HistoryCategories.

|

Liberate Marketing

General

S085009 Marketing
Fixed issue with error message being shown when creating and amending CRM queries.

|

Liberate Practice Management

General

S085007 Time Sweep Delay
An Option is available in SE Redb globe admin   to set the overnight time sweep to delay when time is actually posted this is 
set in daily increments 

This functions enables only time that is older than the specified delay is actually posted

|
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Liberate SE

DMS

S085021 Correction applied to Quote Go-Live procedure in specific DMS configuration
Correction applied (Worksite DMS, LinkMethod WorkspaceReference) so that the Workspace is updated in alignment with 
the case.

|

General

S085073 Fixed Error in Client Access
Fixed an error, "Invalid column name 'CaseCode'.", that could occur when using a recently introduced tree structure to mark 
clients as private.

|

S085010 New CHAPS file required for HSBC.NET
New CHAPS file for HSBC.NET, to be used within the Electronic Payments Module for both Client and Purchase Ledger.

|

S085011 Code change to fix invalid path when renaming documents
Code change to fix invalid path when renaming documents in history with UNC paths.
 Also improved error message if file does not exist.

|

S085013 Workflow
Fixed issue with table type 5 control defined as being in lookup mode on screen header showing in grid mode when showing 
the screen via and action type 79.

|

S084999 Conflict check 'AND' /'OR' functionality producing results with blank address
Conflict check 'AND' /'OR' functionality producing results with blank address now producing correct results

|

InfoTrack

S085005 Fixed reference error "RestSharp.dll" causing error when using InfoTrack link
When loading a case with infotrack mappings and clicking into the Infotrack Portal, no error message received

|

Worksite Integration

S084626 Improvement/Correction to the retry mechanism used when creating a new
Worksite Workspace to prevent duplicates in specific circumstances.

The LiberateWorksite.DLL component contains functionality to retry Worksite API calls based on the outcome.
In this specific instance, the internal configuration of the mechanism can lead to duplicate Workspaces being created.

|
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